GCSE English Language

GCSE English Language is a core subject and all students will be required to study it.

What will I study?
You will continue to strengthen both reading and writing skills as outlined below:
Reading: You will gain useful skills such as inference; analysis of language and
structure; evaluation skills and the ability to compare, whilst exploring a range of fiction
and non-fiction texts.
Writing: You will develop creative approaches to narrative and descriptive writing, as well
as non-fiction writing of various text-types such as writing to argue and formal letter
writing. You will also learn a wide range of terminology relating to grammar and authorial
methods.

Who would this course suit?

This is a compulsory course that will support you in developing lifelong reading and
writing skills.

How will I learn?
Students learn in classes set by ability and each year group covers a topic every halfterm. This is then assessed through an in-class assessment in exam conditions. The
topics focus on either reading or writing skills, and speaking and listening skills are built
up implicitly through classroom discussion and student presentations. Teachers often
used paired and group work during lessons so that activities are mostly student-led.
Students take ownership of their own learning through peer and self-assessment.

How will my work be assessed?
The qualification is externally assessed through 2 written examinations. Both exams
include questions assessing the skills of reading and writing. Paper 1 focusses on fiction
and Paper 2 on non-fiction. There will also be a speaking and listening assessment which
is awarded as a separate endorsement.

How can I use this course after Year 11/ in the future?

English is an important subject for any future career path and is desirable both for
entering the world of work, as well as for further education. Possible career paths are
journalism, teaching, the civil services, editorial roles, digital copyright, web content
manager, amongst others.

If I want to know more I should ask:
Mrs Cullen and Mrs Marshall, the joint Head of the English Department.
Email: cullen.s@st-thomas-more.net or marshall.s@st-thomas-more.net

